Notice of Limitation and Severance of Liability
GC Green Carbon Inc., its heirs, affiliates and assigns as listed, are concerned with the
delivery of destruction, neutralization, oxidation, relocation, isolation, removal, and
reassignment of physical compounds generally related to the abandoned materials and
byproducts class which it deems professionally capable, with the securing of correct
resources, of successfully stewarding and managing these compounds for a gainful fee
which secures its staff and representatives, shareholders, creditors and clients interests.
GC Green Carbon Inc. assumes no liability for any financial, legal, or technical or
scientific or policy obfuscation or untimely delay of services imposed upon it, or its
heirs, affiliates, assigns, customers, regulators, professional and science associates, and
its shareholders and creditors.
Assumes no liability for petty or criminal corporate neglect of the past, present, or future
with respect to GC Green Carbon Inc. physical remediation activities, petty criminal,
corruption or serious criminal activity or conduct of any third party, including sovereign
nations or deemed equivalents, including international conflicts, wars, cultural and
military disputes and injustices, class disputes, political disputes and injustices, human
rights injustices, religious injustices and disputes, mental anguish and emotional,
genetic, congenital or psychological damages, and property or financial disputes
between any of these indirect or direct in the realm of abandoned emissions.
Assumes no liability for Past, present and future health damages of any kind resulting
from the act of any party abandoning emissions to the air, water or sea, which GC Green
Carbon Inc. cannot provide remediation for due to financial, technical, political, cultural,
ethical or other corporations' policies, or poor or inaccurate standards in
communications, education and journalism.
GC Green Carbon Inc. assumes no liability for delivery delays due to pertinent R&D,
innovation, scientific research, lack of education or awareness, and developmental
delays in technology in any society or party or third party.
Clinically, scientifically, historically and forensically accurate attribution data regarding
atmospheric emissions, which may be collected for planning and other physical
remediation purposes, will be in archives, based on the present state of the art in a data
collection.
With all of these under consideration, due care and attention to the treatment of
abandoned emissions as heretofore described, to the best of its technical ability, will
comprise the products and services of GC Green Carbon Inc.
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